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About This Game

Save the Lamb - is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival. Imagine that you are a sheep, which in some
unthinkable way you have an opportunity to escape from your farm. Of course we can not miss the opportunity. In this game
you go through various levels for a small defenseless lamb. Collect hay to pass the levels but be careful on your way there are
many traps, so you are not given more than one attempt to pass the level. Contacting with any trap, you die and the level starts

over.

KEY FEATURES:

 A large number of various levels.

 Animated graphics.

 Simple, interesting gameplay.

 Unforgettable adventures.
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Title: Save the Lamb
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
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TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 6.0

Storage: 170 MB available space
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expression c#. save lambertville public school. wonder pets save the lamb. save a lamb

Ironstorm is one of these games that really annoys me.

Mostly because of how it's just a lot of wasted potential. It's a game with an extremely original premise, and it's bogged down by
convoluted objectives and forced stealth missions.

Ironstorm takes place in an alternate history 1964, where World War 1 never ended. So you have things like trenches and
mustard gas, but you also have automatic weapons and nukes. This premise is very good and I've never seen a game attempt
something like this. Indeed the action segments of the game are passable and remind you a great deal of Return to Castle
Wolfenstein.

Unfortunately the designers ruined this by having convoluted objectives like forced stealth segments. Ones where you require a
strategy guide to get past. Or nearly impossible objectives like luring a tank to a prior area without getting instantly killed by it's
gun.

The game is okay if you're particularly masochistic and don't mind looking a lot of the solutions up. But if you're looking for a
quality fps experience that feels tested and polished look elsewhere.

Also note the screenshots for this game on the Steam store are misleading. They're screenshots from the later PS2 port. If you
wish more accurate screenshots check out the Gog version.. The game works.
It has fast zombies.
The gameplay is very samey.
The perspective is frustrating to use.
I just didn't have very much fun playing it. :(

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RHTcwh7T2po. Cool little game that is fun.
Just wish there was an option to disable screen shake... @!!. this game put the word "retro" and "nostalgie" into the WHOLE
"new" Level, honestly.

An 8-way (arena) shooter with all other extras, cool story, great old styled (VERY old styled) grafic and chip tunes...AND
EVEN A C64 (/spectrum) STYLED LOADING SCREEN....

honestly, players who loves the REAL good old times of gaming even before the NES-era will love this.. Note:I have not
finished the game, I have only completed around 30% of what it has to offer althouthg the opinion shouldn't be diffrent from
one that completed the game to it's finale, also I have not tried multiplayer)

Pros:
+Fun challenging gameplay that will best enjoyed by "Muscule memory" players
+Controls are precises and there are no bugs if you fail it's because of you not because of the game
+Arcade mode is entertaining and actually quiate fleshed up.
+Local Co-op
+Traps are imaginative
+Level goals are making every game something a bit diffrent

Meh:
=I like pixel "Retro" graphics but these aren't really to my likeing
=Story isn't really any good but then it doesn't really matter

Cons:
-Length might be a problem
-The tasks that they giving player are varied and they change the pace of the level just a bit but still you are playing on the same
level over and over.
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My verdict:
6/10

Now I did like this, BUT in the end for me it's only a okey. If you are a platformer fan this is a buy for sure. It shouldn't take
long time to beat but it's still going to be some fun time spend in front of a PC
. He's awesome.

Stop spamming that cannon, though. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. I haven't played much, but the game is such in
a catastrophic state that I wanted to give a feedback ASAP.

I have been waiting for a good tennis sim since Top Spin 4 does not allow playing online anymore. Tennis World Tour seemed
like the perfect new franchise, being done by several former contributors to the Top Spin series.
Unfortunately, the previews and reviews published in the press so far were all right, the game is released in an impossible to
enjoy state, even if you are a tennis fan.

A few incredibly painful issues:
 - Cannot set the resolution upper than 1600*900 in game, you need to tweak manually a config file
 - Player motion is laggy 100% of the time, that's awful for the eyes, even game motion is inconsistent
 - You can hit a ball 2 meters away from your racket
 - The game confounds buttons very oftenly. It takes a sprint press for an inside out, or a flat shot for a slice etc

Just get your Xbox 360 or PS3 out of the garage and play Top Spin 4 for now. Maybe Tennis World Tour will be acceptable in
2021.
Or if you are courageous, purchase Tennis Elbow or Full Ace Tennis. They are playable but far away from a AA, or even a A,
finish quality.
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I love this game and I love these devolpers, if I can give them an extra chunk of change I will.. mediocre, but i honestly liked it
(except the one part where rorschach has to lockpick, really REALLY annoying). Hopefully Anna will get her own story mode
in future update as soon as possible!. With a well detailed route OVER 200 MILES!!! This is a must to add to your British
collection. Traveling through open plains, towns over various sizes and switching yards there's plenty of nice scenery to admire
while driving. Personally the twin pack is worth getting as this leaves you with several loco's to choose from if your into making
your own scenarios. For those that don't this leaves the BR Class 101 and 105 for passenger runs and the Class 25 "with slug
unit" for freight. While this seems to favor passenger operations there's several loco add-ons already out including the Class K1
Peppercorn with extra scenarios to help even the balance.. I believe I can fly
I believe I can touch the sky
8/10 -> 9/10 (multiplayer fix)
FIXED - one for crashes in multiplayer - FIXED
other one for the missile warning
send help i can't sleep
hearing her screaming MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE. This Game is awesome it have so many different gamemodes
(Guards and Thieves,Team Death Match,Zombie Rush,Faceless(Slenderman),Insta Gib,Soccer,VIP,CTF,...), i love the design
and the originall Game idea in the gamemode "Guard and Thieves" where the Guards defend some objects and the thieves try to
steal one of them. But in the moment you feel that this game is in Early Access because you can't change Weapons so you have
to play with the basic Equipment which the class offers. But i am looking forward that the developer add more Items and the
New Singleplayer mode.

BUY IT!!
THE COMMUNITY MUST GROW!!. For the current price this does not contain much gameplay. Not good Ubisoft... NOT
good. Stay away. Cut the price in half and it might be worth it.. This is pretty much the only DLC here, that's worth the price...
when it's on sale.

But after the "Age of Destroyer" update, i wouldn't recommend buying any DLC here... until you have played the game, and
reached a destroyer without spending money.
This DLC helps lessening the grind on the way a bit, if you use the GS you get to buy a 1 month licence... but when the licences
runs out, you're really going to feel the pain of the increased grind at every turn.

When the Devs start improving the game again with updates, i might change my review. But looking at the latest updates and
"events", it's a clear thumbs down until further notice.

I don't regret spending the money on this DLC, but i'm not going to recommend it either.. Unfortunately I can't recommend this
game at this price. If it was 5 euros it would be somewhat acceptable. The flight controls are simple and the movement feels
natural for the airship you are flying. Getting it off the ground is pretty easy as long as you follow the checklist but once in the
air you don't ever have to worry about anything again so it's not really a "flight simulator" but it is still interesting.

The game however sorely lacks in information on how to do certain things. In two hours all I managed to do was fly around land
take off again attach modules and put cargo back and forth. The game offers no real instruction in what goes where specifically
or how to do certain things. There is also an astonishingly lack of information to get online considering the game is about a year
old by now. I refunded the game and will keep an eye on it and see if it turns into a better game in the future but for now all I
can say is wait patiently. If you are desperate for city builder games there are numerous great ones already on the market "like
cities skylines" as well as the free open transport tycoon deluxe.. First impression: nice-looking short and difficult casual
strategy game.

It doesn't play as nice as it looks. The basic strategy type is not new -- I've played flash games where you had to balance mining
asteroids for resources with building defense installations while keeping them connected. But NANULEU only has 7 levels total
(each level only has 1 difficulty) and a frustrating difficulty curve. Creeper World is much more fun to play, or even BattleTime;
these games have more levels and will last you longer.

Needs more levels.
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